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Can "Too Big to Fail" get away with murder? Experience the suspense and mystery of this #1 best

selling financial thriller and courtroom drama by the best-selling legal thriller author critics hail as

"One of our strongest thriller writers on the scene."2015 RONE Award Nominee for best legal

thrillerRocketing to the top of 5 paid best seller lists, Book 2 of the Brent Marks Legal Thriller Series

has been called a "wild ride" by critics. In it, Kenneth Eade delivers another solid and intricately

plotted financial thriller. A maniacal killer is on the loose. Aprilâ€™s mother is brutally murdered and

her father beaten within an inch of his life. Attorney Brent Marks has already paid his dues as a

lawyer, having taken his share of small cases over his 20 year career in law, but has finally reached

a place in his life where he can take cases for justice & principle. What he least expected was for

April Marsh's predatory lending case against the big banks for wrongful foreclosure on her parent's

home to turn into a murder investigation. Can the court deliver justice before the action outside the

courtroom spirals out of control?Searing, exhilarating and topical, Predatory Kill puts a new spin on

the greatest financial crisis of the age#1 Financial Thriller best seller#1 Political Thriller best seller#1

Pulp Thriller#1 Legal Thriller best seller#1 Crime Noir ThrillerSee what critics are saying"Fans of

John Grisham will find equal talent here in Eade's ability to captivate and hold readers with the

unexpected, both in character development in nonstop action which lays the foundation for a story

that's anything but predictable. The realistic dialogue is simply killer; while action points in one

direction, then often takes a 360-degree turn. In a world where plot and outcome are often

predictable from the start, this will prove more than satisfying to readers already well versed in the

legal thriller format." Midwest Book ReviewDiscover what others already know"If you are a fan of

fast-paced, action-packed thrillers that combine corruption and murder with courtroom drama, then

'Predatory Kill' by Kenneth Eade is the best choice you could ever make. The author's compelling

writing and brilliant dialogue will remind you of John Grisham's first novels. A master of mystery,

thriller and suspense, the author is already well-known for his bestselling novel 'An Involuntary Spy',

for which he was praised by both critics and  reviewers." NY Book Examiner"Kenneth Eade is the

well-known author of the bestselling political thriller "An Involuntary Spy". Recently, he has

published his second novel, "Predatory Kill", which is an edge-of-your-seat legal thriller that will take

readers by surprise and raise some thought-provoking questions about law and justice in the world

we live in today." Independent Publisher Newsâ€œEade is a master of dialog and presents a well

developed fictional tale that is full of drama both inside of the courtroom and out. Of course, this is a

work of fiction, but the premise is believable and hooks you right away. The RICO statute has been

used to prosecute many facets of organized crime; why not the perpetrators of the largest



investment fraud in the 21st century? The hero of the story, Brent Marks, is tough to sell on his

client's claims that the foreclosing bank is responsible for her parents' murder, but as the case

unfolds, the evidence seems to mount up. Fact or fantasy, the issue of banks being above the law is

a fact, and the murder angle makes for an excellent metaphor, well deserving of five stars.â€•" I look

forward to reading more Brent Marks legal thriller books and highly recommend this book to lovers

of legal thrillers." Carolyn KnowlesBuy "Predatory Kill now.
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First, please disregard the one-word descriptions above: they are the "codes" that MUST be used to

get to this personal review box. What I really think is certainly nowhere near as flattering! I know that

the writers associated with the many "publishing houses" owned by  are rarely accomplished

writers; however, they are willing to pay for their books to be published, or they submit their work for

free--and  seems to be quite willing to accept any collection of "sentences" for publication. I know

these publishers are staffed with .com employees who are referred to as "editors;" but, the title

seems to bare little resemblance to real-world editors. (I believe that the majority of "excellent"

reviews of .com books are written by these editors--they must have to do SOMETHING--and the

books that are published are certainly not being edited.)This book,"Predatory Kill," is an example of



no-to-low standards for book publishing. If the purpose was to produce a sample case for law

students to review and determine if all the steps necessary to present and plead this case, then

maybe...just maybe, it has some value. If you read courtroom novels for the excitement, the

intelligent ideas, the how-did-he-ever-come-up with THAT idea; you''ll never find that in this book

nor, I doubt, in any other book from this author. His characters are flat: Brent Marks is seemingly

void any human emotion: his mourning for his friend is superficial at best, his "attraction" to Angela

is wooden--almost non-existent. The line, "they kiss." is as exciting as this author gets! Any one who

compares this author to John Gisham is clueless as to what makes a great courtroom drama.
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